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The past six decades of the development of financial accounting is an 
amendment to the traditional accounting. Though much improvement has been 
achieved in recognition, measurement, recording and reporting, financial 
accounting can’t completely meet the rapid expanding requirements of the users. 
Innovation has incurred since the 1980s’in management accounting. New tools 
and methods are created in the 1980’s and 90’s yet the application is not common. 
What are the hindrances in the development of financial and management 
accounting? What are the main reasons? Can they be solved? Nowadays, some 
people try events accounting. What is the basic principal of the events accounting? 
Can it be the solution of the bottleneck in the development of financial and 
management accounting? This article is written to discuss the above questions. 
The article consists of five parts. The main contents and viewpoints are as 
follows:  
The first part is to prescribe the essence of events accounting, and 
summarize the research lectures about this subject since Sorter brought forward 
the events approach to basic accounting theory in 1969. 
In the second part, along with the history of financial accounting, the 
author firstly analyses the bottleneck of financial accounting in four areas: 
recognition, measurement, recording and reporting, and then, demonstrates how 
events accounting breaks through these bottlenecks. Double-entry bookkeeping 
is too limited to multiple types of information; Accounts system is prearranged 
and is limited in expansion breadth wise or lengthways; Recognition and 
measurement are difficult to breakthrough the “historical and monetary 
information”, more over they only do one fixed disposal of the original data; 
The status of accounting statement is descending gradually, contrary, the note 
disclosure becomes a presumptuous guest usurps the host's role, until the “color” 
financial reports arise; etc. These problems have seriously limited the 
development of financial accounting. 
Events accounting focus on the economics events themselves, and looks 













multiple dimensions of the events’ information in real time. Events Accounting 
expands the space-time of financial accounting; break through the limitation of 
double-entry bookkeeping; changes the tree structure of the accounts system to 
parallel structure, thus, the expansion of accounts will be unlimited; most 
important, events accounting supplies the original data to the users, who can 
choose the recognition and measurement rules as they like, and classify the data 
time after time as they need. The accounting information will be custom-made 
and be reported in real time. Like holography, events accounting can make a 
stereograph of the enterprise’s activities. 
Focusing on the development of Management accounting, the third part is 
to analyze its bottlenecks mainly on the techniques in collecting and processing 
data, and then, discuss how events accounting breaks through these bottlenecks. 
Management accounting has long relied on the original data and evidences 
collected by financial accounting. However, these data can’t meet the 
requirement of management accounting, as it needs the most variety and 
personality information. Though a number of tools and methods appeared in 
management accounting in the past decades, they are usually put into practice 
individually, instead of being integrated. Thus will cause high application cost. 
    Restructuring the accounting information system based on the events 
accounting theory will resolve above problems. It will clear up the data stream 
and information stream of the whole enterprise. Such information system is 
expected to break through the bottleneck of Management Accounting. 
The forth part is to discuss how the computer and information technology 
apply to events accounting information system, especially discuss the 
establishment of E-R model and REA model. 
The fifth part is to explain some puzzles about events accounting. 
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第一章  绪论 1





















































展。1969 年，George H．Sorter在《会计评论（Accounting Review）》上





在 1970 年发表在《会计评论》上发表《走向事项会计理论》（Toward an 














































































































1966 年，美国会计学会（AAA）的基础会计理论委员会（Committee on 
Basic Accounting Association）经过两年的努力，颁布了《基础会计理
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